Mercy EMS
EMT and Paramedic positions now available across Southwest Missouri

- Flexible schedules available: 24 on/48 off OR 48 on/96 off
- Mercy has progressively advancing protocols that provide the opportunity to perform world class patient care.
- Mercy has received numerous awards including “EMS System of the Year”, “Clinical Quality”, and others.
- Mercy’s Emergency Education Center provides a wide variety of educational courses. These include initial Paramedic and EMT programs as well as continued education.
- Mercy’s new hire Academy includes introduction to Protocols, Procedures, DT4EMS, RSI, Advanced 12 Lead, and Emergency Vehicle Operations.

*Paramedics may receive up to a $5,000 sign on bonus.*

Apply today at [https://www.mercy.net/mercy-careers](https://www.mercy.net/mercy-careers)
Or email Lillian.Crispyn@mercy.net for more information

---

Your life is our life’s work.